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Lansdown Road – Proposed Zebra Crossing 

Feedback Report 
 

 
Purpose of the report  
This report is to feedback the results from the Lansdown Road, proposed zebra crossing consultation that took 
place between 3rd June 2019 and 24th June 2019.  
 
Background 
In December 2013 a petition was submitted to the Council to provide a pedestrian controlled crossing for St 
Stephens Infants and Junior School on Lansdown Road.  
A scheme was subsequently added to the Council’s Local Transport Priority List to provide a zebra crossing near St. 
Stephens School. The scheme was selected for inclusion in the Council’s Local Transport Capital Programme 2018-
19. A survey taken at the proposed site shows pedestrians regularly cross at this location, particularly at peak 
times and throughout the afternoon and early evening. A total of 1341 pedestrians including 574 children were 
observed crossing during the 12hr survey between 7am – 7pm. 
 
Purpose of the scheme  

 To provide a safe crossing point for pedestrians wishing to cross Lansdown Road. 

 To encourage more pupils and staff to walk to school. 

Proposed scheme 
To implement a zebra crossing on Lansdown Road outside St Stephens School. 
 
Drawing reference 
Drawing number T303-1340-002 shows the proposals. 
 
Consultation  
Details of the proposals including a plan and statement of reasons were posted on the South Gloucestershire 
website. The Council sent letters advising of the consultation to all properties affected by the proposals. In 
addition, notices were posted and maintained in the area for the 3 week consultation period. Local members, the 
parish council, school and emergency services, amongst other statutory stakeholders were invited by email to view 
the consultation.  
 
Feedback from the consultation 
The online consultation drawing was viewed a total of 127 times. There were 36 individuals and organisations that 
responded to the consultation via the questionnaire. The comments received as part of the consultation have now 
been reviewed. Figures 1 to 4 show the results of the questionnaire responses.  
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Figure 1 

 
 
Figure 2 
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Figure 3 

 
 

Figure 4 

 
Of the respondents who said they walked to school 2-3 times a week or less, 75% of them said that having the 
zebra crossing would make them more likely to walk to school.  
 
The comments received as part of the consultation have now been reviewed.  The comments/concerns received 
via the online questionnaire are in appendix A. 
 
Future Programme 
In light of the responses received the proposals will be forwarded to the Councils Legal Team for formal 
advertisement. The Councils Legal Team will draft a Traffic Regulation Order and advertise it for a period of 3 
weeks. During this time notices will be placed in the local paper and on street in the affected roads. Details of the 
proposals will also be published on the Council’s website, giving people an opportunity to formally object to or 
support the proposed scheme.  
 
Depending on the outcome of the advertisement, it is anticipated that works will commence on site shortly after 
the Traffic Regulation Order has been signed and sealed. However, if objections are received during the 
advertisement stage, the Council will be required to consider objections in a report before reaching a decision.   
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Appendix A 

Comments received at Consultation via the online 
questionnaire 

Officer’s response 

This Zebra crossing will benefit all the children and adults in and 
around the school. 
 
A very good idea for road safety. 

Thank you for your comments. 

Hi 
[Information redacted due to data protection] 
For many years I have been in contact with various SGC departments 
with regard to dangerous and illegal parking and road safety no 
actions have ever been listened too! 
 
SGC keeps changing there minds to this location and we are still 
awaiting the new road marking and parking restrictions which was 
passed last year and two years previous. 
I believe that a zebra crossing is a mistake at this site and at a busy 
junction and is a total waste of tax payers money with already 
limited funds available to SGC 2019/20 onwards. 
The school crossing lolly pop person/s have done for many years a 
perfect job in controlling traffic with no personal injuries caused to 
third parties, a crossing would bring more dangers to all road users 
with the impatience of drivers today. 
St Stephens school coaches park at that location and also park 
illegally on the now very worn zig zag road markings to regularly 
pickup classes for outings and again parking should be the main 
review and not wasting a very large amount or money on this 
unnecessary project. 
I am available for any form of conversation on this proposal. 
Kind regards 
PS 
The road however from the school entrance up towards the bend 
requires some resurfacing work being in a state of repair. 

Thank you for your comments.  
Parking is beyond the remit of this scheme.  
However the waiting restrictions in this area have been 
reviewed recently under the kings chase parking review 
and the lining should be done imminently. 
 
If you would like to request a highway measure that is 
beyond the scope of this scheme, suggestions can be 
submitted for possible inclusion on the Local Transport 
Priority List.  The following page on the SGC public 
website explains the scheme prioritisation process and 
how to submit a request: 
http://www.southglos.gov.uk/transport-and-
streets/streets/road-safety-traffic-schemes/local-
transport-priority-list/    
For any queries on this process, contact the Council’s 
Assess & Decide Team, e-mail: 
transportservices@southglos.gov.uk  
 
Part of Lansdown Road/Sweets Road will be resurfaced 
as part of this scheme.  
 

1: I feel a un-manned crossing at this location will cause 
unpracticable driving and stopping, even more traffic tail backs with 
more air pollution. 
2: Parental and school parking is the problem that needs to be 
addressed to keep road opposite to the school traffic free, this has 
never been addressed. 
3: A crossing is a complete waste of South Gloucestershire Council 
funds the lollypop person works at this location and there as never 
been any issues. 
4: Currently if the school children are going on a school trip the 
coaches park at this location, so where is the prosed pick up point, as 
they can't park on zig zag lines. 

Thank you for your comments.  
Parking is beyond the remit of this scheme.  
However the waiting restrictions in this area have been 
reviewed recently under the kings chase parking review 
and the lining should be done imminently. 
 
As the statement of reasons explains a petition was 
submitted to the Council to provide a pedestrian 
controlled crossing for St Stephens Infants and Junior 
School on Lansdown Road, therefore there must have 
been an issue for this to happen.  
 
The coach should park where it is legal and safe to do 
so.  
 
If you would like to request a highway measure that is 
beyond the scope of this scheme, suggestions can be 
submitted for possible inclusion on the Local Transport 
Priority List.  The following page on the SGC public 
website explains the scheme prioritisation process and 
how to submit a request: 
http://www.southglos.gov.uk/transport-and-
streets/streets/road-safety-traffic-schemes/local-
transport-priority-list/    
For any queries on this process, contact the Council’s 
Assess & Decide Team, e-mail: 
transportservices@southglos.gov.uk  
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What a stupid location for a crossing immediately adjacent to a road 
junction. 
Drivers turning at this junction should be concentrating on other 
traffic and not be distracted by pedestrians on the crossing. 
Surely a more suitable location can be found a short distance away. 

Thank you for your comments.  
 
This location was chosen because this is where people 
naturally cross. If a crossing were proposed in another 
location then it will most likely not be used.  

I think this zebra crossing is a good idea. As a parent who walks and 
has to sometimes drive to school ( before or after work) mainly 
during breakfast club and afterschool club the traffic can be quite 
busy whilst trying to cross the road if parking opposite. It will make it 
safer all round and hopefully slow down those cars that still seem to 
drive so fast will little regard. 

Thank you for your comments. 

I support this proposal as the School Crossing Patrol isn't always 
available. The road is very busy, especially at peak times. It will also 
be of benefit to the community in general & the school when they 
take the children to the Church or Leisure Centre for activities. 

Thank you for your comments. 

over the last few months the parking around the school has gotten 
much worse and very dangerous with cars parking all 4 wheels on 
the pavement forcing us to walk on the road with this crossing in 
place hopefully we can cross our children across the road more 
safely as the crossing lady is not always present and a few times I've 
witnessed cars drive through her as she trying to cross the children 
safely it's only a matter of time before an accident will happen here 

Thank you for your comments. 

By having a zebra crossing, the traffic would come to a standstill at 
3.15pm. There would be no system in place to ease the flow of 
pedestrians. It would be a stream of children and adults flooding out 
of the gates and crossing the road, with no space for cars to pass, 
due to the volume of users crossing the road. This would effect the 
road each way, with the junction at the top of spring field road 
becoming grid locked too. I am happy with a school crossing patrol 
as she prompts walkers to wait, so cars can pass and then waves us 
across. She serves cars and pedestrians equally. In the morning 
people arrive at different times, some early, some on time and few 
late. But at 3.15 it will be a whole school mass exodus. Having cars 
waiting on idel could decrease the quality of clean air around the 
school. Lastly, having a school crossing patrol helps hold bad drivers 
accountable. Very poor and dangerous parking by the bays, and ON 
the pavement next to the postbox often on the afternoon when no 
patrol. Having a presence during peak times really does help prevent 
anarchy! I don't think crossing the road is an issue where the 
crossing patrol currently is. Parking on double yellow, and other road 
markings and on corners should be of more concern for you. This 
feels more hazardous, children who walk to and from school alone or 
those with pushchair find it hard to cross, and have to step out to 
see around cars. I am happy with current crossing, but would rather 
see more re parking. 

Thank you for your comments. 
Parking is beyond the remit of this scheme.  
However the waiting restrictions in this area have been 
reviewed recently under the kings chase parking review 
and the lining should be done imminently. 
 
If you would like to request a highway measure that is 
beyond the scope of this scheme, suggestions can be 
submitted for possible inclusion on the Local Transport 
Priority List.  The following page on the SGC public 
website explains the scheme prioritisation process and 
how to submit a request: 
http://www.southglos.gov.uk/transport-and-
streets/streets/road-safety-traffic-schemes/local-
transport-priority-list/    
For any queries on this process, contact the Council’s 
Assess & Decide Team, e-mail: 
transportservices@southglos.gov.uk  
 

I prefer there to be a school crossing patrol as people have to stop 
for a Lollipop lady/man. Cars do not always stop when they should 
with a Zebra crossing, that is my only concern. 

Thank you for your comments.  

It's strange to be asked to choose between the existing patrol and 
zebra crossing. We need both for our children to be safe. 

Thank you for your comments. 

Agree with safety of the children and slowing traffic outside the 
school but not with getting rid of the fantastic crossing patrol 
warden- which is a safer option for actually crossing the road as cars 
don't always stop. It is better though if the warden is ever/will be 
unavailable as in that case there is no safe crossing. 

Thank you for your comments. 

I support a zebra crossing but I feel it would be in the best interest of 
the children's safety for the lollipop lady to still patrol before and 
after school on the crossing, similar to the set up at staple hill 
primary, there are large numbers of parked cars on this road and 

Thank you for your comments. 
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visibility can sometimes be poor, with many children being under the 
height of a parked car 

My preference would be to have the zebra crossing to facilitate 
children learning to cross the road safely there - I have seen many 
near misses of children crossing the road when the crossing lady is 
not there. 
 
However, I would also like to have the school crossing patrol person 
on duty as well as the crossing because there is a tendency for 
children to run across that road. My children will start walking to 
their grandparents home next term after school and that will involve 
crossing that road every day. 

Thank you for your comments. 

As someone who lives on Lansdown Riad and who has a child at St 
Stephens School, this is vitally important. Please implement this 
scheme ASAP. 

Thank you for your comments. 

As a pedestrian I have frequently encountered drivers failing to stop 
at a zebra crossing even when a driver on the 'nearside'has already 
stopped to allow me to start crossing. Children will not expect 
drivers not to stop. 
 
From a driver's point of view at the beginning and end of the school 
the flow of traffic will be disrupted as once one person / group of 
pedestrians has exited the crossing and before the drivers can pull 
away another person / group will start to cross. The current system 
of a school crossing patrol 'gathers' pedestrians together and allows 
traffic to flow. 
 
The volume, speed and composition of traffic ( particularly learner 
HGV drivers) using Sweets Rd and Lansdown Rd has increased 
dramatically in the last few years but that is no reason to put 
children's safety at risk. 

Thank you for your comments. 
The zebra is within a 20mph zone that is traffic calmed, 
drivers should have more than ample time to stop. The 
traffic flow may only be impeded for a very small length 
of time during the day.  

A pelican crossing would be much safer for both pedestrians and 
vehicles. 

Thank you for your comments. 
The crossing demand is not large enough for a traffic 
light controlled crossing, not to mention this would be 
much more expensive than the proposed zebra crossing. 

My children will be sad that a lollipop lady will not be there to talk to 
most days 

Thank you for your comments.  
There are no plans to remove the school crossing patrol 
at this time. 

I dont know why this hasn't been planned sooner. So many children, 
parents and pedestrians will benefit having the zebra crossing on 
Landsdown Road. 

Thank you for your comments. 

I support the zebra crossing but hope it would not remove the 
lollipop person as drivers do not always stop for zebra crossing which 
would not make it 100% safe for children. 

Thank you for your comments. 
There are no plans to remove the school crossing patrol 
at this time.  

[Information redacted for data protection] 
I know how beneficial the crossing would be not only to other users 
of the pathways, but to the parents and carers of the school too. The 
main road its-self has become more treacherous over the past two 
years. [Information redacted for data protection] 
Also many more vehicle owners are using the one way system as a 
turning bay or not noticing the small one-way system sign, to show 
the traffic it is down road not a up road. [Information redacted for 
data protection] 
I was wondering if in instead of yellow markings which do not deter 
parents, carers, or other transport owners, if all the school markings 
could be painted red e.g. the double lines and zig zag lines. Also a big 
red square from the two speed bumps so road users would know 
that going beyond this point is detrimental to pedestrian's lives. 
[Information redacted for data protection] 

Thank you for your comments. 
Parking is beyond the remit of this scheme.  
However the waiting restrictions in this area have been 
reviewed recently under the kings chase parking review 
and the lining should be done imminently. 
 
If you would like to request a highway measure that is 
beyond the scope of this scheme, suggestions can be 
submitted for possible inclusion on the Local Transport 
Priority List.  The following page on the SGC public 
website explains the scheme prioritisation process and 
how to submit a request: 
http://www.southglos.gov.uk/transport-and-
streets/streets/road-safety-traffic-schemes/local-
transport-priority-list/  
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Also Will there be more road markings and signals put in place 
further up and down the road, and would the speed be dropped 
even lower. 

For any queries on this process, contact the Council’s 
Assess & Decide Team, e-mail: 
transportservices@southglos.gov.uk  
 
If by red square it is meant as coloured surfacing, then 
no this will not be applied in this situation because it is 
very expensive and there is no evidence that drivers will 
not stop. The zebra is within a 20mph zone that is traffic 
calmed, drivers should have more than ample time to 
stop.  
 
There are no other road markings or signs proposed 
other than what has been shown on the plans at this 
time.  
The speed limit will not be dropped any lower as it is 
already a 20mph zone that is traffic calmed and 
currently there is no lower legal speed limit that can be 
imposed.  
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